Enter a lush and luxurious world of glass and fabric
2018 sees Ebb & Flow move away from glass and metal into fabrics. The
fusion of the two has created a new range of table lamps and pendants.
These are inspired by a desire to move away from our more staple
choices of material, and to blow our customers minds with a fabulous
range of colour and texture.
The collection entails velvet and linen lampshades in 28 different colours
and patterns. The lamps can be hung individually as a pendant or
combined with one of our three table lamp bases; Lute, Pillar, or Futura all designed by Ebb & Flow owner Susanne Nielsen. The table lamps are
as all our other glass products handcrafted and mouth-blown.
Esthetics is the essence of this new collection. Different from previous
collections is that the choices are left up to our customers, to mix and
match as they please - we can’t wait to see the results!
Share on instagram: @ebbandflow_official

Extraordinary colours of the spring

The wide range of colours in the collection suits all seasons of the year,
but of special focus are our delightful spring colours that unfold with lively
branches and leaves, colourful botanics patterns,
and dramatic brocades.

Lively teal
Imagine the leaves growing, and
perceive how the velvet texture
creates a lively, nature inspired
look. The cool colour is combined
with a warm, but earthy
chestnut-brown futura lamp base.

Simple, but exclusive
It is just simple fabric, 100 %
linen.Though, a rather noble
look occurs when this warm
and calming ochre colour is
combined with a gold
fitted Lute table lamp base.
It adds a sense of exclusivity
to the space around it.

Dramatic look
Drama is the new
black, at least here at
Ebb & Flow. We want
to excite you and
provide you with new
possibilites.
Take a look at this
detailed brocade
pattern styled with a
simple, olive coloured
Pillar base.
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Ebb & Flow is a Danish company with an online webshop, as well as agents and
distributors all over the world, reselling to architects, interior designer, retail stores,
and private customers. Our agents are active in 17 european countries and we
currently have customers in more than 40 countries worldwide. All our designs are
by Ebb & Flow owner Susanne Nielsen, made with materials from Italy and Poland,
and assembled in Denmark.
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info@ebbandflow.dk

